Preface

Searching for an adequate book topic is always a difficult issue for a young researcher. I feel so lucky that I could do a project I am interested in: pesticide compliance study in a non-Western context. This topic connects what I have learned from my bachelor and master experiences in sociology with what I am interested in, namely law. It also connects a Chinese study with relevant theories and methods that have been developed in the West.

How much does regulation matter in shaping regulated actors’ compliance behavior? This book opens up the black box of the regulated entities and shows how vegetable farmers in a non-Western context respond to pesticide regulation pressures. It provides a comprehensive understanding of compliance by directly adopting the existing compliance theories, and provides the most extensive and systematic empirical study of why farmers comply with or disobey the law, which advances understanding of implementation of law in China and adds a Chinese regulatory compliance case to the Western-oriented compliance theory. This book’s explorations of the non-state regulators and the role of Chinese acquaintance society have important implications for readers’ understanding of regulation throughout China’s rural community.

Different from conventional quantitative or qualitative methods, this book takes a new perspective by figuring out interacting compliance variables and underlying compliance dynamics by primarily employing set-theoretical methods and techniques (csQCA). Moreover, broadly, this book takes an interdisciplinary approach, combining law, sociology, psychology, and public administration scholarships. The interdisciplinary nature of the research makes it unique and especially useful. Scholars, environmental scientists, policy practitioners, and especially those who are interested in the role of implementation of Chinese law will all find the book of importance.
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